About this issue

As you may know AEC is and has always been produced by unpaid volunteers. In early 1996 I was the editor of Login, the Journal published by the WA State organisation ECAWA. The then President of ECAWA asked me if I would take on the task of publishing AEC. With some trepidation I said that I would and for some years was editor and WA ACCE state representative. Since 1996 the past nine volumes of AEC have been published in Western Australia, mostly by a team of just two people.

However, this issue will be the last published by the current team. From the next issue all production and editing of AEC will move to Victoria under a new team lead by Dr Geoff Romeo. I have known and worked with Geoff for many years and I am sure that the new perspective that he and his team will bring to AEC will be very good for the Journal and I wish he and his team all the best.

I could not end this editorial without giving my very great thanks to my friend and fellow AEC team member Dr Paul Newhouse. As you all know AEC has a double blind referee process so even the editor does not know who referees which piece of work. Paul has handled this process liaising with authors and referees. Without Paul’s help AEC could not have been produced.

It is then with a little sadness that I say goodbye and thank you to all readers and contributors to AEC.

Dr Jeremy Pagram

Please address all future correspondence including subscriptions to the new AEC address as below

The Editor Dr Geoff Romeo,
Australian Educational Computing
C/O ICT in Education Victoria
Level 2 Hoom 10
Statewide Resources Centre
Calton Vic 3053

g Geoff.romeo@education.monash.edu.au
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